
Entrapment Sting targets lonely men
Arrests them for Talk/Thought crimes.
In a Sting designed by the US Postal Inspection Service, a “Confidential Informant”places an ad to attract

desperately lonely men. That agent then writes letters to all those who answered the ad; he pretends to be

a woman interested in an “Open and Honest Relationship”.  Eventually the identity of the ad writer is trans-

ferred to a local undercover policewoman. As each of the men are convinced that they have at long last

found their “Soul Mate”, someone to hold onto at all costs, she starts going weird to see how far they will

go along with her ideas.  Each man that goes far enough along on the phone is arrested for Talk/Thought

crimes.  Much of the undercover policewoman's talk is edited out of the tape evidence to make her into only

a “passive listener”.  In the case involving the San Jose Police with Officer Brenda Herbert, the impossible

scenarios / fantasies suggested by Mr. Webster were still enough to convict him of Talk/Thought crimes

due to the carefully worded laws that do not even require there to be any ability to carry out the actions.

Bad Cops turn good citizens into Terrorists.
When Law Enforcement Agencies like the USPIS and Police like Lt. Brenda Herbert hide or

alter evidence to supposedly get the “bad guys” they will unavoidably also destroy the lives of a

few good citizens.   Add to that our local court’s willingness to cover-up police wrong doing as

long as it was done “with good intentions”.  The once “good citizen” is left with no way to get a

peaceful redress of grievances.  When this occurs repeatedly that “Government Gone Bad” loses

its legitimacy and gives moral justification for its overthrow by force. This is what was happening

to cause the Oklahoma bombing where hundreds of innocent people were killed as “collateral

damage” in an effort to send a message to the FBI and BATF for violating people’s rights.

Is a Bad Cop like Lt. Brenda Herbert putting your freedom in danger? Absolutely!

If you have any contact with Lt. Herbert or the San Jose Police Department please urge them

to come clean and to admit to the hiding and alteration of evidence that has occurred in the past.

Bad Cops like Lt. Brenda Herbert, destroy good of USA.
What makes the United States so unique and wonderful is that our government is supposed to

enforce the Bill of Rights, to respect the unalienable rights of each individual, and to guarantee

each of us a fair and impartial trial when we are charged with a crime.

When laws allow the arrest of people simply for expressing “Gee it would be nice” fantasy

scenarios, when police are free to alter evidence, when the “Ends justify the Means” it makes

a mockery of our country’s foundation and signals the beginning of the end of our democracy.

What can each of us do?  One thing we can do is to make our position clear to them, to Lt.

Brenda Herbert, to the San Jose Police, to the USPIS, and to our Government in general, that

we demand that they stop the lies, and that they come forth with the truth about the past.  If

they refuse we must force them out of the family, out of the neighborhood, and out of power.

The content of this flyer is the sole responsibility of John Webster; see www.jwebster.com for details.

The face of EVIL,
hater of men?

White female
with children
seeks the right
man who
understands my
needs and those
of my family,
society does not.
Please be
discreet.



San Jose Bad Cops commit Organized Criminal Activity
After Officer Herbert took part in the altering of tape evidence, she was rewarded and/or

protected by being assigned to Internal Affairs.  She has since been promoted to Lieutenant

apparently due to her willingness to sell her soul for a “good cause” when asked to do so.

Santa Clara County Courts have protected her, first by not allowing altered tapes to be

analyzed for proof of editing, and again in recent years by preventing this issue from coming

to trial.  Police Chief Lansdowne continues to cover up this criminal activity committed under

Chief McNamara even while he talks with civic groups about how squeaky clean the SJPD

is now (yeah, right).  Please call the Police Chief at (408) 277-4212 to insist that the San Jose

Police face up to the Sins of their past and that they bring Lt. Brenda Herbert to justice.

Then accept their refusal to do so as proof that they are all part of the cover-up.

John Webster, Libertarian Activist

1556 Halford Ave., #132

Santa Clara, CA  95051-2661

HERBERT FAMILY MEMBER

San Jose Police used editing of tape
evidence to get convictions

Apparently following the direction of the US Postal Inspection Service, San Jose Police

used active entrapment along with tricks such as the misuse of “Confidential Informant”

laws, the hiding of evidence, and the editing of tape recorded evidence to convince the de-

fendant that he would not get a fair trial and that his only real option was to accept a plea

bargain.  The police would then hide their crimes behind the finality of that plea bargain.

The tape edits performed by police were major, with much of the undercover officer's talk

removed to make her out to be just a passive listener; an entire 30 minute phone call is offi-

cially eliminated and used to provide filler to keep those edited tapes their original  length.

For more information please see: www.JWebster.com

SJPD Brenda Herbert
Provided voice-overs to make edits to
tape evidence fit in better. (Okay, she
probably was just following orders).

Lt. Brenda Herbert sells her soul, endangering your Rights and Freedoms.
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